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• • • • • • • • • • • • • • Timer
Remainder Pro is a simple
application that keeps track of
your daily tasks and reminds
you when you have an
important upcoming event or
business meeting. It is oriented
toward users of any experience
level. This is a portable piece of
software, so installing Timer
Remainder Pro is not required.
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You can drop it on any
directory of the hard drive and
run the executable file.
Otherwise, you can store the
app on an external storage unit
(like a USB flash drive) and run
it on any computer. This way,
you can keep your important
tasks with you whenever you're
on the move. What's more
important is that Windows
Registry does not get updated
with entries, and no files or
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folders remain on the hard
drive after deleting the app.
The interface of Timer
Remainder Pro is based on a
standard window with an
uncomplicated layout. You can
manage up to eight tasks at the
same time, as well as save them
to plain text documents (TXT).
Aside from writing a task's title
and description, you can
specify its due time and date, as
well as edit it afterward. Timer
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Remainder Pro creates a list of
enabled tasks, and it can be
enabled to automatically run at
system startup. The
straightforward program needs
a low amount of CPU and
system memory to work
properly, and has a good
response time. We have not
experienced any problems
throughout our testing, since
the application did not hang,
crash or display error
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notifications. Thanks to its
overall simplicity, Timer
Remainder Pro's features can
be seamlessly figured out by
beginners. Why you would want
this software: • • • • • • • • • • •
• • • To keep track of your
daily tasks and schedule
important events, from getting
to work to completing a project
at work, from getting home to
completing personal projects.
To save time throughout the
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day by only focusing on the
important tasks. To stay on task
when it's time to work. To be
reminded when an upcoming
meeting or important event
comes up, and to plan your day
accordingly. To keep track of
important tasks as they come
up, while keeping track of
important personal tasks as
well. To keep track of your
everyday tasks, and remind you
when something is coming up.
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To help you plan ahead, and
keep you

Timer Remainder Pro Free Download X64 [Latest] 2022

This is a simple reminder
application. It does not work as
a full-featured scheduling tool.
Instead, it keeps track of the
date and time when you have
important events or business
meetings. It can be set to
remind you up to ten times a
day, or once per hour. For each
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reminder, Timer Remainder
Pro will ask if you would like to
complete the task before you
leave the office. The
application does not depend on
any special hardware or
particular configuration of your
computer. It works in any
version of Microsoft Windows.
TIMER REMAINDER PRO
FEATURES: The basic
features of the program are: *
Start reminder up to 10 times
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per day * Due dates and times
for each reminder * Reminders
can be sent via e-mail * To
keep track of your tasks and to
create reminders, you can use a
text file that is stored on the
hard drive * Use the custom
time format. * Send a reminder
to yourself * Can be set to
automatically run at system
startup * Easy to use *
Reminder lists can be sorted by
name, name & date, or name,
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date, task type and notes *
Saves reminder lists to text
files. TIMER REMAINDER
PRO SECRETS: * App gets
tasks from your current tasks
list. * Reminders can be added
at any time. * Reminder list can
be edited after creation. *
Reminders can be disabled at
any time. * Reminders can be
disabled by task name. * All
reminders can be sent via
email. TIMER REMAINDER
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PRO CONTRIBUTIONS: *
Reminder list can be exported
to plain text. * Reminder list
can be imported from plain
text. * Reminder list can be
imported to plain text. *
Reminder list can be exported
to CSV (comma-separated
values). * Reminder lists can be
exported to XML. * Reminder
lists can be converted to plain
text. * Start reminder can be
triggered manually. * Reminder
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list can be expanded
automatically. * Timer
Remainder Pro keeps track of
your tasks and reminds you of
upcoming events. * The app
does not need to be installed. *
Hard drive does not get updated
with entries. * We have not
experienced any errors. *
Reminder list is able to handle
up to 10 tasks. * Reminders can
be sent via email. 1d6a3396d6
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* Keeps track of your daily
tasks and reminds you when
you have an important
upcoming event or business
meeting * Organizes your daily
tasks by projects, by the date on
which they are due * Uses
Windows System task
scheduler to automatically
schedule a task at regular
intervals * Can be enabled to
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automatically run at system
startup * Reminds the user of a
task's due date * Storing your
tasks in plain text files *
Supports subfolders and shared
tasks * Windows 7/Vista/XP
compatible * Free, no ads *
Supports CTRL+ALT+T and
CTRL+SHIFT+ALT+D
shortcut keys to bring up the
task window quickly * Supports
both left and right mouse
buttons * Supports keyboard
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shortcut keys such as
CTRL+ALT+D and
CTRL+SHIFT+ALT+D to
launch the task window quickly
* Supports adding the task to
the Task Scheduler * Supports
editing the task's due date and
date after creation * Supports
editing the task's title and
description * Supports editing
the task's priority * Supports
text notes to the task * Supports
enabling the task to run
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automatically * Supports
importing plain text documents
(TXT) * Supports exporting
plain text documents (TXT) *
Supports sharing tasks with
other users * Supports
exporting and sharing tasks via
FTP * Supports sharing tasks
via mail * Supports scheduling
the task with the Task
Scheduler * Supports creating
tasks with the Task Scheduler *
Supports opening tasks with the
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Task Scheduler * Supports
exporting and sharing tasks via
network drives * Supports
sharing tasks with other users
via network drives * Supports
importing and exporting tasks
with the Task Scheduler *
Supports exporting and sharing
tasks with the Task Scheduler *
Supports creating tasks with the
Task Scheduler * Supports
opening tasks with the Task
Scheduler * Supports importing
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and exporting tasks with the
Task Scheduler * Supports
exporting tasks with the Task
Scheduler * Supports saving
tasks to XML files * Supports
managing tasks with Microsoft
To-Do List * Supports storing
task state information *
Supports enabling the user to
see which task is in progress *
Supports saving task state
information * Supports opening
tasks with the Task Scheduler *
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Supports exporting and sharing
tasks with the Task Scheduler *
Supports saving tasks to XML
files * Supports saving tasks to
XML files * Supports opening
tasks with the Task Scheduler *
Supports saving tasks to XML
files * Supports printing and
saving the schedule of the

What's New in the Timer Remainder Pro?

1. Live folder task scheduler; 2.
Enhanced task scheduler with
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additional settings; 3.
Customizability of appearance
with skins; 4. Dependencies of
tasks can be configured (if one
depends on another); 5. Task
lists and individual tasks can be
manually sorted; 6. Automatic
backup of task data to text files;
7. Browser for text files; 8.
Comments to individual tasks;
9. Macro recorder; 10. Export
of task data into.txt and.rtf
formats; 11. Supports a variety
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of local and network drives; 12.
Supports multiple task files; 13.
Supports creating, editing and
deleting tasks; 14. Support for
languages of different countries
(including all standard and
fallback languages); 15.
Dictionaries; 16. Built-in help;
17. Ability to exclude single
tasks; 18. Ability to exclude
multiple tasks; 19.
Comprehensive statistics of
tasks; 20. Task schedules and
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recurring tasks; 21. Ability to
pause tasks; 22. Ability to share
tasks with other users; 23.
Ability to pause and pause all
tasks simultaneously; 24.
Ability to delete tasks; 25.
Ability to edit tasks; 26. Ability
to edit configuration settings;
27. Ability to edit preferences;
28. Ability to monitor all
opened tasks; 29. Ability to
print task schedule; 30. Ability
to print tasks; 31. Ability to run
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all tasks at once; 32. Ability to
turn on or off task notifications;
33. Ability to turn on or off
task auto-run; 34. Ability to set
task notifications; 35. Ability to
set up a context menu; 36.
Ability to set one task as the
default; 37. Ability to set all
tasks as the default; 38. Ability
to search in the context menu
for tasks; 39. Ability to view
list of current tasks; 40. Ability
to view list of disabled tasks;
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41. Ability to view list of
enabled tasks; 42. Ability to
add tasks; 43. Ability to save
and load configurations; 44.
Ability to backup configuration
files; 45. Ability to get latest
version from Bitbucket; 46.
Ability to view task status; 47.
Ability to get latest version
from Github; 48. Ability to get
latest version from Google
Code; 49. Ability to
import/export task data into
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CSV, TXT and RTF files; 50.
Ability to import/export task
settings into CSV, TXT and
RTF files; 51. Ability to extract
all tasks; 52. Ability to extract
specified tasks; 53. Ability to
show status of tasks; 54. Ability
to show status of individual
tasks; 55. Ability to enable
automatic update of task data;
56. Ability to set default
language;
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System Requirements:

Operating System: MAC OS X
v10.7.5 or later (v10.8 or later
for iPad 3) Windows 7 or later
Internet Explorer 9 or later A
computer with 1 GB RAM or
more 500 MB free disk space A
1366x768 screen resolution A
sound card (Mac users only) A
full web browser such as Safari,
Chrome, Firefox, or Opera (or
compatible) Internet access
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Please note that Internet
Explorer
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